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 The New Trend of Malware:   
JS: The largest number of malware in 2013H1 [MSIR:15]. 

 
 JavaScript based Malware Detection: 

 JSand [WWW’10] : static analysis + machine learning 

 Prophiler [WWW’11]: static analysis + machine learning 

 ZOZZLE [USS’11]: AST (static) analysis + Bayesian classification 

 Revolver [SEC’13]: AST (static) analysis + similarity calculation 

 Cujo [ACSAC’10] : static and dynamic analysis + SVM 

 
 What is missed: 

 A hybrid approach  

 to assure both accuracy and performance 

 to detect and also classify JS malware 

 

 



 Technical aspects:   
 Machine learning plus dynamic confirmation. 

 two phase machine learning: first detection, then classification 

 Features extracted from inner- and inter- script program analysis 
   

 
 Evaluation 

 conduct large-scale evaluations to show its effectiveness. 

 low FP rate (0.2123%) and low FN rate (0.8492%). 

 1,400,000 real-world JavaScript with over 1,500 malware reported, for which many 
anti-virus tools failed. 

 
 



 A Vulnerability based classification  

 Type I: Attack targeting browser vulnerabilities. 

 

 Type II: Browser hijacking attack. 

 

 Type III: Attack targeting Adobe Flash. 

 

 Type IV: Attack targeting JRE. 

 

 Type V: Attack based on multimedia. 

 

 Type VI: Attack targeting Adobe PDF reader. 

 

 Type VII: Malicious redirecting attack. 

 

 Type VIII: Attack based on Web attack toolkits, e.g. Blacole. 

 









 Textual Analysis  
 Longest word size    -- 814 as shown in figure (a) 

 Entropy  -- obfuscated code is usually lower than 1.2, 1.1 as shown in figure (a) 

 Byte occurrence frequency of specific character -- 232 comma characters 

 Commenting style  --  <!-- and //--> 

 
 Inner-Script Program Analysis 

 Function calls with security risks 

▪ 7 types of  23 functions 

 AST features 

▪ e.g. the depth of the AST, the maximum breadth 

 Function call patterns 

▪ newActiveXObject() and createXMLHTTPRequest() are widely used by malware targeting 
vulnerability in ActiveX components 
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 Inter-Script Program Analysis 

 we count external scripts from other domains. 

 
 Miscellaneous and derived features 

▪ feature changeSRC counts the number of changing of the src attribute 
(e.g., for <iframe src="..."/> tag) 

▪ domAndDynamicUsageCnt counts the number of invocation for APIs that 
change DOM structure or supporting dynamic execution of JavaScript code 

▪ dynamicUsageContentLen stores the length of contents that are passed as 
arguments to APIs that support dynamic execution of JavaScript; 

▪ ….. 



 Calling external JavaScript 



 Data sets used in controlled experiments: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Data sets used in wild predication: 
 1,400,000 scripts  crawled by Heritrix with randomly selected seeds, 

 from web sites of universities, governments, companies, discussion forums, etc.  

 



 Accuracies of different classifiers 

 
 
 
 
 

 Comparison with anti-virus tools 
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 1,400,000 wildly crawled scripts, the best trained classifier 
RF predicates 1,530 snippets as malicious. 
 

 manually inspect 100 cases (randomly selected). 
 

 only 1 FP case. 
 

 11 out of 99 TP cases are missed by all the tools. 
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Detection ration of other tools on the 99 unique 
samples reported by JSDC 



 The accuracy of the trained model on 942 known JS malware: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The accuracy in classification of  1530 wild JS malware  
 
 
 
 
 

   we manually check 164 samples  ---  an accuracy of 87.8% (144/164) 
 Among the 20 error cases, 9 samples do not belong to any of the eight attack types and 

11 samples are classified into the wrong types. 



 The dynamic confirmation is applied on uncertain cases that fall into 

the grey zone during attack type classification. 
 

 The certainty value and the number of samples that fall into grey 
zone 

 
 
 
 



 JS* framework  [ISSTA’15]: 

  based on L* algorithm that learns a DFA from a set of strings 





 Machine Learning 
 
 
 
 
 

 Dynamic Confirmation  



 Two- or one-phase machine learning classification? 
 On the 20942 training samples, the accuracy of the 4 trained classifiers is 90.99% (RF), 

85.74% (J48), 77.15% (NB) and 88.27% (RT), respectively. 

 
 Predicative features. 

 89% of Type I samples have feature changeSRC <1;  

 52% of Type II have feature with a value>20 ;  

 74% of Type III have feature eval with a value>1000; 

 83% of Type IV have feature GetUserAgent > 2:5; 

 …. 



 Our method not only learned features of maliciousness but also of 
attack type. 
 

 We also demonstrated our effectiveness and efficiency by empirical 
wild prediction. 
 

 Among over 1,400,000 scripts, we find over 1,500 malware with 8 
attack types. 
 

 Our detection speed is scalable with below 80 ms per script. 

 



 Thanks!  
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